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Trusted, awarded
and accredited
course
To ensure we
provide the highest
possible standards
in learning.
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Certified Lean Six Sigma
GREEN BELT COURSE

This Certified Lean Six Sigma Green Belt course is designed to
help you to optimise processes, reduce costs, and improve
quality.
Our 5-day Green Belt training course is recommended for
anyone working in or hoping to move into a lean environment.

“Loved the real life examples given
by Robert. I’m going to work on my
project to improve the procurement
of small plants and equipment. “
Joe McKenna
Finance Manager
Coca Cola

The certification is nationally and internationally recognised
and is well regarded within industry, with prospective employers
and with recruitment agencies.
Learning Objectives

1

Understanding Lean Tools & Principles
Practically understand the concepts, tools and principles of Lean
Six Sigma

2

Problem-Solving Skills
Be familiar with the key tools needed to solve practical business
problems

3

Practical Know-How
Understand how Lean Six Sigma can be integrated into a
company’s management systems

4

Choosing a Lean Project
Identify some initial criteria and guidelines for selecting,
reviewing and evaluating

5

Identify Opportunities for Savings
Understand how these programs can be applied to deliver an
effective continuous improvement program to reduce waste
and variation in business

The team are working
through a Lean
simulation exercise
called “Plug Factory” in
a recent Lean training
session with Irish
Manufacturing Research.
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DMAIC

METHODOLOGY

Project initiation
document
and project selection

1. Implement process control
2. Prepare roll-out solution
3. Project closure

1. Select project - CTQ’s
2. Create Project charter
3. Develop high-level process map
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CONTROL

Control and
monitor your
improvement

DEFINE

Define the
problem and what
the customer
requires

01

04
IMPROVE
1. Identify solution
2. Refine and test solution
3. Cost benefit calculation

MEASURE

Improve the
process to
remove Causes
of defects

Measure
the defects
and Process
operation

ANALYSE

03

Analyse the data
and Discover
causes of
defects

1. Identify project output metrics
2. Develop data collection plan
3. Establish process baseline
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1. Identify root causes
2. Validate root causes and determine VITALFEW
3. Quantify the opportunity
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Why choose this

95.2% OF OUR
ATTENDEES PASS
FIRST TIME

GREEN BELT COURSE
DCM Learning’s certified Lean Six Sigma Green
Belt Course offers an internationally recognised
certification in Six Sigma and more importantly,
offers real life, practical skills, aimed at successfully
completing Lean projects in the workplace.
Past attendees have saved up to €58,000
annually, so the Return on Investment far exceeds
expectations.

327

TRAINED 327 INDIVIDUALS SUCCESSFULLY
OVER THE PAST 2 YEARS

MASTER BLACK BELT
TRAINERS

We have delivered Lean Six Sigma training to the biggest brands in
Ireland, so you can have confidence in our ability to deliver the results
you want to achieve.

“The experience we’ve had with DCM
throughout the whole process has
been second to none. You have all been
extremely helpful, very accommodating
and a general pleasure to work with. We
look forward to dealing with you in the
future!“

Individuals
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521

95.2%
Pass Rate

Companies

THAT WE DELIVERED
IN-HOUSE TRAINING TO
IN 2018

Karen Fennessy
HR Administrator
Teckro
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Certifi ati n

LEAN SIX SIGMA GREEN BELT
at Certifi ati n

i

gain

Upon successfully completing this course and its accompanying
assessments, you will achieve 2 certifications:
•
•

Professional Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
QQI Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

d

1

2

Course Attendance
Attend our 5 Day Lean
Six Sigma Green Belt
Course.

Assessment Work

3

get ertified

Certifi ati n
Receive your
Professional Lean
Six Sigma Green Belt
Certificate and QQI
Certificate

Submit a Process
Improvement Project
(60%) and
Assignment (40%)

Quality and Qualifications Ireland
Pass Rate: Our learners have a
95.2% pass rate with the Green Belt
Certification.

Established in

2012

Board of

10

members

(appointed by the Minister of
Education and Skills)

226,438
Awards
in 2018

26

Counties
in Ireland

472

Providers
Nationwide
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“The training has been
great and everyone
learned quite a lot - thanks
to Robert, who was an
expert facilitator and DCM
Learning team!“
Lars Hartmann
Program Manager
Google

Our Lean Six Sigma Green
Belt Training session
at Google European
Headoffice with our
Master Black Belt trainer
Robert Potter
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Practical Skills
COURSE BENEFITS

Our Lean training courses have been
designed to help learners enhance and build
on their existing skills, boosting performance
and productivity.
Our approach to training is hands-on and
participatory. We know from experience
that people remember when the content is
engaging.

Exercises

Will be used throughout the course
to allow learners to self-assess
their current skills and identify
areas of improvement.

Role-play

Opportunity to practise a specific
work related situation to support a
particular learning or skill.

Case Studies

Analyze an organization and how it
benefited by implementing specific
solutions.

Trainer Expertise

Our trainers combine professional
training know-how with extensive
experience in their own specialised
field to meet your learning needs.

“Padraig was excellent, fantastic
subject knowledge, good
facilitator, limited digression.
Extremely engaging and some
excellent insights.”
Jamie Joyce
Facilities Management Supervisor
Mitie

Padraig McCabe
having fun with the
team in Zendesk.
May 2019
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Our Course
AGENDA
DAY

DAY
1

DAY
2

DAY
3

DAY
4

DAY
5

MODULE

TOPICS

•
•

Project Charter
House of Quality and Stakeholder
Analysis
Voice of the Customer (VOC)
Critical to Quality Requirements (CTQ)

Measure

•
•
•
•

Understanding Variability
Measurement Basics
Measurement Process and Plan
Measurement System Analysis (MSA)

Analyse

•
•
•
•

Data Analysis
Run Charts and Pareto Analysis
Frequency Charts
Value Stream Analysis

•
•

Complexity=Root Cause Analysis
5 Whys

•
•

Brain Storming & Lean Principles
Kaizen: How to run improvements and
events

•
•

Change Management
Force Field Analysis

•

Simple and necessary documentation
(SOP’s)
Mistake Proofing / Poka Yoke
Statistical Process Control

•
•

GEMBA Walks
Lean Six Sigma Score Cards

Define

Improve

Control

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Verifying CTQs
Hi-Level Process Mapping
Value Stream Mapping
Project Planning

•
•
•

Data Definition and Sources
Measuring Yield and Process
Capability
Implementing the Measure Plan
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€ 78,843
Average cost saving for 377
Green Belt Projects in 2018

In 2018 we tracked the cost
savings for each individual project
completed as part of Black and
Green Belt training. €78,843 was
the average cost saving for 377
projects.

A happy Googler who
has received her Green
Belt after attending our
5 day course earlier
this year.
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Your Process

IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The Lean project is one of the main reasons people attend our
5 day course. The project will give you the chance to apply the
practical skills of lean in your workplace and over the past 2
years the average saving per project has been €58,483.

PROJECT EXAMPLES

MANUFACTURING

The project aimed to enhance
manufacturing machine efficiency.
The improvement was a reduced
finished product waste by 52% (from
5.2% to 2.5%), saving €94k per year.

How it Works

1

IT SERVICES

Before you decide to attend the course we can discuss with you
which project would be the most suitable for your enviroment. We
will share a project ideas form and when you have completed this,
we will provide feedback.
Please Note: You don’t have to attend to discuss projects that would work for you .

2

3

A LSS Green Belt learner applied
LSS skills to reduce time to close IT
queries. As a result, there was a lead
time reduction by 25% from 12 days
to 9 days per month.

The benefit of completing the project selection phase is that when
you attend the course you will have the opportunity to develop your
project over the course of the 5 days. This is especially beneficial
as you will have access to the trainer to give you feedback about
your approach.

You will have 6 weeks from the last day of training to complete
your project. You will have access to our training team over the
course of the 6 weeks if you have any questions. The final project is
assessed by our lean training panel and you will receive your Lean
Green Belt Certificate.

HEALTHCARE

The project’s goal was to improve
the process of Patient’s scan report
time. It led to a reduced cycle time
to complete and return patient scan
reports to hospitals, saving €180K
per year in financial penalties.

CUSTOMER SERVICES

A Team Leader applied LSS skills to
reduce customer query response
time. It was documented a reduced
response time by 50% from 2 days
to 1 day, saving €45K per year
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Experts in Lean

EXPERTS IN LEARNING
Robert has 20 years of experience in Business Process
Improvement, Project Management and Innovation in a variety
of leading companies mainly through the Lean Six Sigma
methodologies.

ROBERT POTTER

MASTER BLACK BELT
LEAN TRAINER

Robert’s delivery style is highly interactive and his experience in
facilitating learning over many years has proven itself time and
time again. On a recent project, Robert delivered Lean Six Sigma
Green Belt training to over 70 staff in Google. Working closely with
Lars Hartmann, Robert designed a tailored course, delivering it a
number of times for several groups of Google staff.

Prince 2 Consultant

Padraig is a Trainer, Entrepreneur and Business Development
Engineer with 31 years global business experience across various
industries. He has delivered training in China, Hong Kong, India, the
UK, Scandinavia, Central Europe and to companies in 32 of the 50
USA states.

MASTER BLACK BELT
LEAN TRAINER

QUALITY ASSURED
TRAINING

DCM Learning is an
Accredited Training
Organisation (ATO) and
our trainers are Accredited
Training Associates (ATA)
with IASSC.

Master Black Belt in Lean (by IASSC and the Boston Consulting Group)
IASSC Accredited Training Associate

PADRAIG MCCABE

TRAINER EXPERTISE

Our trainers are Master
Black Belt Practitioners with
years of industry experience
as well as vast training
experience.

Padraig’s training delivery approach is highly engaging and
structured yet dynamic, affording the participant an opportunity
to learn at every possible juncture that accumulates into a topclass learning experience. Padraig’s areas of expertise include
Presentation Skills, Key Account Management and Lean Six Sigma.
Master Black Belt in Lean
PCQI Practitioner & Quality Professional Practitioner from IRCA/ CQI

PASS RATE

Our learners have a 95.2%
pass rate with the Green Belt
Certification.

EXPERTS IN TRAINING

We have trained 327
individuals successfully in
Lean Green Belt Certification
over the last two years.

We have 45
trainers dedicated
to teach Business
Skills, Leadership
& Management

Advanced Member of Toastmasters International
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What our

CUSTOMERS THINK

92

%

Said that DCM trainers
knowledge, delivery and
experience helped them
learn more effectively.

90

%

Found the examples
presented during the
Lean training helped
them to understand the
technical concepts.

“It was a fantastic and useful course,
everything was very well prepared and the
material Robert provided helped people
understand Lean much better.”
Vincent Barry
Managing Director
ICD Business School

“Extremely engaging and some excellent
insights into how other organisations have
delivered continuous improvement.”
Bernard McGarrity
Business Performance & Improvement Manager
John Sisk & Son Ltd

“Padraig is a brilliant trainer! Thank you very
much for all your commitment to date –
much appreciated!”
Anthony McHale
Development Manager
Fort Wayne Metals

“Thanks so much! It was such a useful course!
I am delighted I took it””
Alison MacDonald
Business Transformation & Innovation
Google
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Why our clients choose
In-house training

In-House Training

ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL
e

r team need ean training

1.

Train up to 16 people

2.

Cost-effective

3.

Upskill staff in relevant areas

4. Higher levels of productivity

DCM Learning has a full range of lean training courses and qualifications
available for your team and company, in-house or off-site.

5. Increase employee engagement

Based on your requirements, we will develop a custom-made Lean training
programme and deliver it specifically for your employees in your chosen
location - giving them the exact skills and knowledge they need whilst saving
on venue hire, travel, time and associated expenses.

6. Improved ROI

Complete end-to-end training & support to
transform your organisation

Identify

Tailor & Design

Deliver

Measured Results

Improved ROI

We assess your
development needs and
create processes to align
them strategically with
your business goals

Our training is designed
to provide a high-level
solution that reflects your
company’s culture and
objectives.

Training is delivered in
your chosen location
and we train staff in
a way that suits your
business needs.

Measure the impact of
the training, ensure the
learning is being applied
and expected results are
achieved.

You will perceive that
investing in the learning and
development of your staff
brings a lot of benefits.

SUPPORT | Identify - Tailor - Train
•
•
•

Identify skills gaps
Dedicated account manager
Case Studies

•
•

Training Delivery
Build a tailored training
solution

COURSE EVALUATION

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Our post course activities
include feedback assessment
process and meticulous course
evaluation

•
•
•
•

Cost Savings
Increased staff retention
Increased productivity
Career progression
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PROVIDING TRUSTED
TRAINING ACROSS BOTH
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS
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Set your career on the
right course

DUBLIN

CORK

DROGHEDA

01 5241338

021 2429691

041 9865679

dublin@dcmlearning.ie

cork@dcmlearning.ie

drogheda@dcmlearning.ie

Guiness Enterprise Centre

Atrium Business Centre

24 Laurence Street

Taylor’s Lane - D8

Blackpool Business Park

Co. Louth
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